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make sensational oil but haven’t tried the latest vintage.
Meanwhile, what to drink during a volcanic airline shutdown? An increasingly common consideration. This keeps
you grounded. 8.8/10.
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best data for goodness, don’t
drive over 240kmh, don’t join
the army, and use lots of olive
oil.
Serendipitously, winemakers
are often also olive makers.
Co-incidence or divine intervention?
I am prepared to believe.
Coriole Sangiovese 2009, $22.
Eminently palatable sangiovese, perfect with olive tapenade and some Spanish friends.
8.7/10. Coriole First Oil Extra
Virgin Olive Oil, $12 (250ml).
Yummy stuff to pour into the
Riedels. 9/10.

enough. Fabulous olives with
just the right bite. 9.1/10.
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you grounded. 8.8

Bawdens Farm Extra Virgin
Olive Oil, (Manzanillo, Frantoio/Leccino/Kalamata or
Corriegola/Manzanillo). In
the heart of the biggest grape
growing region in the country,
Sunraysia, these guys don’t
make wine, but they drink a
bit. Range of trendy varietal
oils (as above), how very vinous. Conduct your own varietal tasting. The latter, 9.2/10.

Death great
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Whispering Brook (Cold
Pressed) Extra Virgin Olive
Oil. Haven’t tried their wine
but their oil is good enough to
drink and probably won’t give
GRAPE
you as much
cancer. Darker
EXPECTATIONS
colour belies lighter character,
but lovely nevertheless. 9/10.
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